Camels
Camels to walk over Mojácar’
Mojácar’s sand as a tourist attraction
LOCATION: Mojácar (Almería)
DURATION: 1: 24
SUMMARY:
SUMMARY The enterprise ‘Camellos de Almería’ offers touristic tours around the beaches of
Mojácar in Almería where tourists get to know the history of this town as well as every type of
details regarding camels. Its manager Úrsula Schulz, born in Germany, is a vet who has always
worked with these animals and has found a way to make a living sharing her passion for camels.
VTR:
What you are seeing right now isn’t a caravan of camels in the African desert. This is Mojácar
Beach, in Almería, and camels are the ones who are going to guide these tourists.
“This is Guajira, a camel guide because she is very smart, very intelligent…
she isn’t the most hard-working but she is very good, very loving and leads the
group.”

ÚRSULA SCHULZ
Manager ‘Camellos de Almería’

It is the proposal of this Enterprise: tourist tours by camel. Úrsula, born in Germany, is the
manager and a great lover of these animals.
“The contact with animals and people is comforting; it is what
I'm more excited about. Maybe it is not a good day but if I see people happy,
mainly children, and camels too, finally the day ends up well.”

ÚRSULA SCHULZ
Manager ‘Camellos de Almería’
Almería’
But, what is the opinion of tourists?

“I have enjoyed it a lot, it is very fun, for the whole family.”

TOURISTS

“I recommend it to a lot to people.”
“I have ridden a camel in Morocco and it was fun, so when I have seen the sign I
have told her: I would ride to ride a camel! It is something exciting.”
“I love Mojácar and camels.”

This is the different proposal of ‘Camellos de Almería’ for summer: a day in the beach, enjoying
the landscape and guided by these peculiar travel companions.
For more information or support please call +34 647 310 157 or email info@andalusianstories.com

